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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper Y219/01 series overview
The most common question choice was Question 2(a) and 2(b), relating to the economic impact of Witte
and Stolypin, and the power struggle after Lenin’s death. There were no rubric errors. Two candidates
did not attempt any questions. That aside, all other responses saw candidates attempt both parts of their
selected question. Very few candidates required additional booklets. Overall, the quality of written
communication, including spelling, punctuation and grammar was relatively poor. In addition, the use of
specific terminology was sometimes inaccurate and often limited in the 20 mark essay question.

Question 1 (a)

Fewer candidates attempted this question. However, there were still a significant number of entrants who
did, selecting the greatest impact of NEP being Bolshevik divisions or economic recovery in fairly equal
measure. Limited responses did not accurately develop the divisions within the Bolshevik Party;
however, there was often a rudimentary understanding of the divisions between ‘left’ and ‘right’. Stronger
responses developed these arguments in detail, using the specific leanings of Trotsky and Bukharin, and
accurately stating that Bukharin initially did not support NEP. Where candidates argued the impact was
limited, Lenin’s ban on factionalism, the 1921 Decree on Party Unity, was cited. In cases where the
divisions were effectively argued as being significant, candidates discussed the divisions within the
Bolshevik Party during the power struggle, and how the continuation of NEP was a contentious factor.
Economic recovery was generally dealt with better than Bolshevik Party divisions but there were still
cases of inaccuracy. In more limited responses, the candidate wrote at length to illustrate the failings of
War Communism, doing little to link this to the economic recovery under NEP. Other limited responses
knew little about the economic impact and could only really identify that there was some recovery. In few
cases, aspects of War Communism and NEP were confused. Better responses were able to divulge
specific aspects of recovery, arguing that the rural areas and industry were positively affected. In terms
of assessing impact, there were some good explanations that identified and explained the scissors crisis
as a reason for limited economic recovery.
Judgements sometimes spoke in terms of short-term and long-term impact, arguing that NEP’s
economic impact was less significant as the policy was abandoned around 1928, or more significant as it
impacted upon a wider audience; conversely, disagreements over NEP helped Stalin eliminate the ‘left’
and the ‘right opposition’, thus Bolshevik divisions were of greater significance.

Exemplar 1
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Exemplar 1 is a Level 5 response. Both factors are evaluated, using generally accurate and detailed
knowledge. There is a clear final judgement. Further analysis of the scale and significance of economic
impact would help to create a more compelling judgement. However, the conclusion does provide some
indication of the importance of recovery in context by linking it to War Communism.
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Question 1 (b)

All responses understood that this question addressed the causes of the Bolshevik seizure of power.
Only in one instance was there a mix of information from before and after the events of February 1917.
This response was very limited in terms of understanding but still identified a number of Provisional
Government weaknesses. A correct identification of Provisional Government weaknesses was common;
the failure to deliver on land reform, the continuation of World War I, the delay on elections for a
constituent assembly, the disastrous Kornilov Affair, and the temporary and unelected nature of the
Provisional Government were often used to explain its weaknesses. These were contrasted with
Bolshevik strengths; the roles of Lenin and Trotsky, in particular the use of slogan’s like ‘Peace, Land
and Bread’ and ‘All Power to the Soviets.’ The question was generally well addressed, the limitations
sometimes involved a lack of in depth knowledge, for example, explaining the specific role of the Military
Revolutionary Committee, and how Lenin’s slogan ‘All Power to the Soviets’ was a propaganda
masterpiece, allowing the Bolsheviks to garner mass support in the name of the people. There was
some good analysis on Lenin’s end of ‘accommodationism’ and how the Bolsheviks did not recognise
the Provisional Government, a bourgeois tool, thus enabling the Bolsheviks to remain the radical choice
when society lurched leftwards after the failed June Offensive. There were also some good judgements
made, notably around the strength of the Bolsheviks, where the Provisional Government had already
proven in July that they had the beating of the ‘Left.’ Valid judgements regarding Provisional Government
weaknesses addressed the fact that the Winter Palace was hardly guarded and the Bolsheviks were
‘pushing against an already open door’ (Lynch).

Exemplar 2
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Exemplar 2 is consistently focused on the question and uses accurate knowledge to create a compelling
argument. Bolshevik strengths, and Provisional Government weaknesses, are sub-divided into a range
of arguments that effectively analyse the causes of the November Revolution. Most paragraphs use
several key terms accurately, and this helps to substantiate the judgements made.

Question 2 (a)

This was the most popular 10 mark question. The majority of candidates concentrated on the economic
impact of the role of Witte and Stolypin. Very few discussed the political impact of both, e.g. the October
manifesto, 3rd June Reform, etc. If this was discussed, it was usually in addition to attempting to evaluate
the economic impact of these tsarist statesmen. It was more common for candidates to mention
‘Stolypin’s necktie’ however, this was usually not credited as it had no link to the economic impact made
by Stolypin. Most responses were able to describe Witte’s achievements in detail, at least identifying
events like the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway, state capitalism, French loans, and placing
the rouble on the Gold Standard, as attempts at stimulating Russian industry. Candidates often
explained the economic significance of these events, sometimes recalling successes in heavy industry
output; some went on to evaluate Witte by criticising his neglect of agriculture and light industry.
The evaluation of Stolypin gave rise to a larger number of candidates not knowing enough about the
specifics of Stolypin’s agrarian reforms. At times, responses were partial, relaying a small degree of
information by illustrating events. However, there were responses that evaluated the economic impact of
Stolypin effectively; addressing the numbers that left mir, the amount of landholdings consolidated, or the
conservatism of the peasantry as factors that conveyed successes and failures. In evaluating Stolypin, it
was more common for responses to judge Witte was more successful because Stolypin’s were reforms
were interrupted by his assassination and the onset of World War I.
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Exemplar 3 demonstrates an uneven response. One factor, in this case Witte, is dealt with more
effectively than Stolypin. The knowledge and awareness surrounding the impact of Stolypin’s economic
reforms is limited and somewhat generalised. The treatment of Witte is more effective so Level 4, 5
marks were given. The response does go beyond partially addressing both factors but the generalised
awareness of one factor prevents the response reaching Level 5.
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Question 2 (b)

The level of accuracy and depth of knowledge used in responses to this essay was the limiting factor,
relevant and specific key terms being used more effectively to judge responses to the other examination
questions. Occasionally, responses only gave a limited address of Stalin’s role as General Secretary,
preferring to concentrate on his other positions in Sovnarkom; thus failing to address the demands of the
question and commonly yielding a partial or illustrative response. Where Stalin’s role as General
Secretary was well articulated, candidates explained its significance in allowing Stalin to use his
administrative acumen to detect the mood of the Party, his use of patronage to enlist loyal supporters,
and his detailed understanding of the Party bureaucracy. Good responses linked this to the elimination of
the ‘Left’ and ‘Right Opposition’. However, these responses were rare. In particular, there was a limited
understanding surrounding Stalin’s vacillation within the Party; higher ability candidates correctly
referenced the triumvirate, the ‘United Opposition’, and/or the role of NEP, and other opponents, notably
Trotsky, Kamenev, Zinoviev, and Bukharin in these developments. The debate surrounding ‘Socialism in
One Country’ versus ‘Permanent Revolution’ was commonly well explained as a failing on Trotsky’s part.
In addition, the role of Stalin at Lenin’s funeral, and the shelving of Lenin’s Last Will and Testament were
explained better than most factors in highlighting how Stalin came to rule the Soviet Union unchallenged
by 1929. At times, responses were illustrative surrounding Trotsky’s weaknesses, listing his Menshevik
origins, critique of the Party bureaucracy, being Jewish, his arrogance, etc. but failing to explain why this
helped Stalin to achieve success, or Stalin’s role in this. Few responses outlined the importance of
Trotsky’s resignation as Commissar for War. In short, there is no set response required, providing the
named factor and at least two others are considered, however, the degree of accuracy and level of
illustration meant that numerous responses were limited to Level 3 or Level 4. Responses that provided
interim judgements, usually relating factors back to the relative significance of Stalin’s role as General
Secretary, were able to construct a sustained evaluation of the various factors that resulted in Stalin’s
rise to power. This was a consequence of understanding the significance of the role of General
Secretary at the outset.

Exemplar 4
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Exemplar 4 is a general address of the question. There is some relevant knowledge used to explain
various factors, but the explanation is limited in depth. Part of this limitation comes from the lack of a
broad base of accurate, supporting knowledge. There is some understanding, some structure and there
is some analysis and the response is not a partial address of the question. However, the response also
fails to demonstrate a well-developed line of reasoning due to a lack of accuracy.
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